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SUMIMRY

coefficients on a flat-plate model, with and
without initial roughness, and on a wind tunnel wall were measured @
a no&al Mach number of 5.5 over a Reynolds number rsnge from lx106
to 1x107, and the results were coqmred with sQslytical values.
Although evidence of air condensation was obtained in the test section,
experimental mean skin-friction coefficients on the tunnel wall.and on
the flat plate with artificial transition agreed quite well with the
analytical results of H. U. Eckert and of E. R. Van Driest. Experi-

k
mental skin-friction coefficients on the plate with natural transition
fell between theoretical laminar values and the analytical turbulent
values of Eckert and of Vsn Driest. Because of the presence of air con-
densation, the results repQrted herein must be regarded as tentative.

INTRODUCTION

Ih references 1 to 3, analytical methods sre developed for predtct-
ing turbulent skin-friction coefficients at Wch numbers for which
property vslues caunot be assumed constant through the boundary layer.
At high Mach numbers, a large variation exists between the values of
skin-friction coefficients given by the various methods. A need for
expanding the range of experimental data on skin friction to higher
Mach numbers is therefore app~ent.

The purpose of this report is to present preliminary bounckmy-layer
and skin-friction data accumulated at the NACA Lewis laboratory in a
6- by 6-inch wind tunnel with a nominal test section Mach number of 5.5.
The present investigation involves three phases: surveys of the tur-
bulent boundary layer on the bottom wall of the tunnel itself, surveys
of the boundary layer on a smooth flat-plate model mounted in the test
section of the tunnel, snd surveys of the boundary layer on a flat-

. plate model with roughness added nesr the leading edge to induce tran-
sition of the boundary layer. Since evidence of air condensation in
the test section was found, the data contained herein must be regaded

. as tentative
flow becomes

until comparison with similar data for
possible.

condensation-free
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APPARATUS AND PROCEOURE

Model

*

—.

.

The investigation was carried out in the 6- by 6-inch, hypersonic
continuous-flow tunnel shown schematically in figure 1. A photograph
of the tunnel, given in figure 2, shows the nozzle, test section, super-

—

sonic diffuser, and nmdel in position for testing. Inlet pressures for
—

all tests were held to 280& inches of mercury absolute, and inlet tem-
peratures of 112°s00 F were maintained. The sir supplied at these - 3-

conditions was dried to a dew point 0J7 -45°Q00 F. ““”g
.—

Figure 3 provides a view of the plate.model with a strip of rou@- ,_
ness cemented to the leading section. The test model was machined from
solid brass stock to the following dimensi~.ns: length, 16 inches;
width (not including faired support section at resr), 4 inches; t&k-
ness, 0.25 inch; leading-edge angle, 15°; leading-edge thickness, about
0.006 inch.

A fully developed turbulent boundary layer with natursl transition
on the plate model would have required a length of plate so long a8 to
assure contamination of the plate boundary layer by the tunnel side walL
bound~y layer andby the model tip effects, To hasten tr-ftiO?Ij md a

to avoid such contamination, a boundary-layer trip, consisting of a
strip of Carborundum grit, was cemented to-the leading section of the
model as shown in figure 3. Profile data taken with various grades

*

and lengbhs of roughness indicated that the boundary layer downstream of
=-

the trip was fully turbulent when the strip was composed of number 60
.—

grit with a length of 1 inch in the direction of the flow. The mear._ _
thickness of the trip was approximately 0.012 inch, snd the closest

survey point was 2; inches downstream of the trd.ling edge of the trip —

where there were no detectable disturbances from the roughness.

Figures 2 and 3 show the model mcmnted 1 inch below the center llne
of the tunnel. This location was chosen to avoid the possibility of
disturbance of the plate boundary layer by the reflected leading-edge
shock. To avoid secondary flows due to the tunnel wall boundary layer,

—

the plate was constructed so that the side edges were 1 inch from the
tunnel walls. For such models, however, the possibility exists that
secondsry flow around the edges from the bottom surface to the top may
occur. The possible effect of secondary flow will be discussed in con-
nection with the presentation of data.

Pressure Measurements
.

The probes used in this investigation are shown in figure 4. ●

Probes A and B sre total-pressure probes, and, except for length, have
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almost identical tip dimensions (-0.006 by 0.040 in. O. D.) . Readings
by probes A ahd B a; the sane position in-the tunnel diff&ed by less

❑

than O.5 percent. Probe C, the static-pressure probe, consists of a
78 caliber ogival forehody tith a cyhdrical sfterbody, snd its four
static orifices located 4 dismeters downstream of the beginning of the
cyLh@rical portion of the probe are spaced at 90° intervals sround the
circumference.

During surveys the probes were connected to a differential manometer
E
P utilizing butyl phthalate as the working fluid. The reading accuracy of
N, this manometer system is considered to be Q.05 inch of butyl phthalate,

and a hand-operated micrometer probe actuator can position the probe
with an accuracy of Q.W05 inch.

Total-pressure profiles were obtained by survefing the boundary
layer with either pltot probe A or B (fig. 4} at various sxial positions
on the bottom wall of the tunnel and on the flat-plate model. The
process was repeated with static probe C to obtain static-pressure pro-
files at corresponding positions.

Tunnel Calibration
b

Mach number calibration profiles taken at both ends of the test
section on the center line of a side WSJ2.sre shown in figure 5, and
static-pressure readings taken along the center line of the top and the
bottom walls of the tunnel, in figure 6. The data show very little
scatter; in the region outside the boundary layer, where the model was
located, the flow is uniform at each sxial position. There is, however,
an axial Mach number variation (5.06<M< 5.57) which wilJ be discussed
later.

At the operating conditions of this investigation the possibility
of condensation exists. Criteria from reference 4 indicate border-he
conditions with-regard to condensation in the test section, end a light-
diffusion test, as proposed in reference 5, was performed for further
confirmation. A fo~ beam of light appearing between the walls at
the flow condition indicated that some condensation occurred. A quan-
titative estimate, however, is not possible.

The effect of condensation on the boundsry layer may be similar to
that of heat transfer, since the chief variable, if static pressure is
constant, is the stagnation temperature gradient due to the probable
decrease in anmunt of condensation as the temperature vsri.esfrom the
free-stresm vslue to,the surface vslue. Since the assumption that stagna-.
tion temperature is constant through the boundsry layer yields a good
approximation for friction drag even when heat transfer exists to a

. nmderate extent, it is possible that limited amounts of condensation
—
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may have a negligible
cise effect is aa yet

effect on measured skin friction.
unknown, the data presented herein

regarded as tentative. For the purpose of comparison
and analytical results, the effect of condensation on
friction and velocity profiles was assumed small.

PRESENTATION ~ DATA

Velocity Profiles

of

NACARME52D03

*

Since the pre-
should be .
experimental

computed sktn —

N1

In figure 7(a] is shown the Mach number distribution in the bound-
ary layer of the tunnel wall as calculated from the total- and static-
pressure surveys at each axial position. The plotted data indicate
that the Mach number profiles are essentially similar for all axial.

.—

positions with the madmum variation near the surface. A profile —

derived from the ~ power law, assuming constant total t~erature and

free-stream Mach number equal to 5, is shown in figure 7(a) for pur-
poses of comparison. Except near the outer edge of the boundary layer,
the agreanent between the experimental pro~ile and the power-law profile
iS good.

a-

Figure 7(b).shows the Mach number profiles in the boundary layer of
the plate model tith roughness added snd s3,sothe theoretical profile
described previously. Here again the similarity of all profiles indi-

.

cates that fully turbulent flow is established. There is, however, a
difference in profile shape between the wall data and the plate data,
which may be due to the difference in axial Mach number gradient, to
the persistence of a leading-edge effect, or to a nonequilibrium of the
flow associated with the added roughness.

The Mach number distributions plotted in figure 7(c] show the pro-
files in the boundary layer on the plate model with smooth surface.
These profiles are similsr in shape to an analytical laminsr profile,
but show only little agreaent with it. The disagreement may be due to
distortion of an initislly lsminar layer by the secondsry flow mentioned
previously. Since it is known from shock boundsry-lsyer mrk that a
laminsr boundary layer is more sensitive to pressure disturbances thau
a turbulent boundary layer, it may be expected that the results for the
plate with natural transition have been affected to a l~ger degree by
secondary flow thsn the results for the plate with forced transition.
The last survey point (x = 9.84 in.) is located very close to the
point where disturbances from the model leading-edge tips could, by
potential flow theory, contaminate the plate boundsry layer. The results .
of this report do not include data from Wis last survey position.

.
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Mach

For

Wmentum and Displacement Thicknesses

The momentum and displacement thichesses are defined by

,=~’~+m

J’( )
6

E* = 1
pu

-—dy
o Plul

(la)

(lb]

These parameters may be expressed in terms of the locsl values of
number M and total temperature T, namely,

cc=Tl= constant, these equations become

(3a)

(3b)

To determine the effect of assuming a constaut total temperature in.
the boundary layer, theoretical values of f3 snd 5* were computed
from equations (2) for a laminar boundary layer at a Mach number of 5.5

. using vslues of T and M based on reference 6. These values were
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compared with values of G and 6*
the same Mach number distribution.

WA RM E52D03

.

computed from equations (3) using
The latter calculation agreed with

—

the former h within 1.5 percent. This result indicates that it is
.

sufficient to find the Mach nuniberdistribution normal to the wall in
the boundsry layer end to compute ~ and 5* from equations (3a) and
(3b) if the total-temperature variations are of the order of those
expected for lamin= flow over an insulated flat plate. This procedure
is used in the present report for all the boundary layers, since the
total temperature in a turbulent boundary layer is expected to be xore

..”—

nearly constant than that in a lsminsr one. z“
a

Figures 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c) show the boundary-layer parameters,
displacement thickness, momentum thickness, and form p~ameter, for the
three test surfaces as calculated directly from the Mach number profiles.
Included in figures 8(a] and 8(b) are theoretical values of the form
parsmeter H as derived from reference 1. In each case there is fair
agreement between measured values and theoretical points. Figure 8(c)
includes theoretical vsLues of H derived from the laminar theory of

...

reference 6. The experimental vslues fall below the theoretical laminar
values on the plate with natural transition, end yet me larger than
turbulent values (fig. 8(b)}. Also shown in figures 8(a) to 8(c) are
the local Mach number distributions along each surface. In each case,
changes in axial Wch number have a greater-effect on the displacement “s

thickness than on the momentum thickness. Consequently, the form pex~-
eter veries with the Mach number. --

Method of Calculation

The local skin-friction coefficient c= maY be expressed in terms
of 5* and 6 as

Cf ‘r de—=
2

ppf’ ‘z+

where ‘C is the local shear stress and x is the
a reference leading edge.

(4)

axial distance from

The mean, or average, skin-friction coefficient CF is related to
the local shear stress ‘r by

1
x

!F’~ ‘Tdx
X(PRUR2)

.
(5)
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where the subscript R denotes constant values taken at a reference
station. Hence, ~rom equation (4),

The initial term in equation (4) represents the

1}%L
an edx (6)

7

local skin-friction
coefficient when the axisl Mach nu&r g&d3.ent is zero, while the second
term of the equation is the contribution of the axial Mach nunhr gra-
dient to the friction coefficient. With ‘~ and uR2 evaluated at

the test section entrance, equation (6) was integrated numerically to
obtain vslues of ~. The integration provided values of ~ which
included the contribution of the &d. Mach nunibergradient. For zero
gradient the mean skin-friction coefficient becomes simply 2(3/x.

When an attempt is made to compare experinmrkl and analytical vari-
ations of local or qwan skin-friction coefficient with Reynolds nuniber,
consideration must be given to the fact that conditions in the expertient
may not correspond to conditions assumed in the analysis. One method
frequently used to compensate for some of these differences (nonzero
leafing-edge thickness, added roughness, laminar run) is to define an
“effective leading edge,” which is essentially the length of flat-plate
run required to develop the momentum or displacement thiclmess measured
at the first experimental station. This method was usedto obtain an
effective Reynolds number for both local and mean skin-friction coef-
ficient calculations. Since the procedure is somewhat srbitrary, how-
ever, vsl.uesof skin-friction coefficient obtained without leading-
edge correction are also presented. Specifically, the procedure used
to define the effective leading edge was as fouows: The vsriation
of e with distance (figs. 8(a] to 8(c)) was extrapolated to e = O
as a straight line having the slope of the fore part of the experimental
curve. The point where the slope line crossed the i3= O line was
csll.edthe leaiUng edge based on e. The same procedure was csrried out
with the curve of 5* against distance to reference to obtain a lea&hg
edge based on 5*. The effective lesdlng edge was then assumed to be
the average of these two vslues. This procedure fielded an effective
leading edge for the tunnel wall 16.6 inches upstream of.the first smey
point. Other methods are available for correcting the leading edge;
reference 3, for example, presents a method which yields an effective
leading-edge vslue 20 percent smaller than that given. Howeverj the
simplicity of the method described end the fact that it presents a
limiting msximum correction were deciding factors in its adoption for
the data of this investigation. The effective leading edge was located
0.91 inch upstream of the actusl leading edge for the plate with arti-
ficial transition. For the results obtained with natural transition
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the linear
5.5 inches
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.

correction would have ylaced the effective leading edge about
upstream of the actual edge. Since this correction seems

unreasonably-large, and since the profiles obtained with natural tran-
sition were not of the usual lsminar or turbulent type, only the uncor-
rected results for the case of natural transition will be presented.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Local skin-friction coefficients. - In figure 9 are plotted experi-
mental end theoretical values of local skiri-frictioncoefficient against
local Reynolds number. For all three test surfaces there are two vslues
of Cf for each survey point. One is simply 2 di3/dx,the equivalent

of a flat-plate flow Cdclildionj whereas the other was found from equa-
tion (4) and includes the Mach nunibergradient term. The value of
W/dx in each case was obtained graphically from faired curves of
0 against X (fig. 8). Since in some cases more than one curve may
be faired through the given data points, the fairing used for calcula-
tions is not presented in the figures. The difference in results from
reasonable fairings, however, is small. For the two cases of the plate
model the experimental points include calculations based on both effec-
tive and actual leading edges.

The theoretics curves of figure 9 are based on calculations from
references 1, 2, 6, snd 7. In reference 1, the results of pipe tests
are applied to obtain the characteristics of the compressible turbulent
boundsry layer on a flat plate. The resulti~ equation for local skin-
friction coefficient is

1 3+ 1-—- .
5y5

()

5
Cf = o.0944@

m ‘e
(7)

where Re is the Reynolds number, end @, ~/TU, end u sre psmmeters
derived from reference 1. Values of @ aud T/~ are shown graphically
in~eference 1 for various values of M and n. A vslue of n = 7
is assumed in this report, end the assumption of u = 1 is reasonable
for the temperature range of the test tunnel.

In reference 2, the Prandtl incompressible-fluidwall formula is
modified by allowing the density to vary. The resulting local skin-
friction law based on stream conditions is then given as

1

.

.

(8)

.

.

.—

.
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where k is a function of ~ch nmiber, and ~, the mean skin-friction

coefficient, will be tiscussed in the foll.owingsection.

The skin-friction coefficients from equations (7) ad. (8) are
plotted in figure 9 for Mach numbers 5 ad 6, end show that relativem
slight chsnges of cf with M should be expected when no pressure

gradient exists. As a lower 13mit for turbulent theories, von K&m&n ts
estimation from reference 7 is plotted in figure 9.

The curve for laminar skin-friction coefficient in figure 9 was
calculated from equations of reference 6, from which, if the wall tem-
perature is assumed constant, there is obtained

%?=

For the range of this experiment
reference 6, is very ne~l.y equal

+

0.664 C
Re

C, as calculated by the method of
to 1.

(9)

The experimental vslues of cf for the plate with artificial tran-
sition and for the tunnel wall are generaJly larger than the values pre-
dicted by the analyses of references 1 and 2, slthough those analyses
give higher vsl.uesthan other compressible turbulent boundary-layer
analyses. The experimental points on the plate with natural transition
generally fs31 between curves of turbulent theory and laminar theory.

Although the experimental points of figure 9 show a large smount of
scatter in general, inspection of that data in conjunction with fig-
ures 8(a] to 8(c) indicates that there is a tendency for the 10CSL
skin-friction coefficient to increase in a negative axial Mach number
gradient and to decrease in a positive axial.Mach number gradient.

The leading-edge correction is relatively small, and the correction
term in equation (4) for the effect of pressure gradient appears to be
inadequate to account for the relatively large changes obttined
experimentsKly.

Mean skin-friction coefficients. - Since mean or average skin-
friction coefficients depend chiefly on local velocity profiles rather
than on slopes of curves through scattered points, they may be more
reliable, from the standpoint of experimental accuracy, than local
skin-friction coefficients. Values of ~ obtained in this investiga-
tion sre plotted in figure 10. For each point there are plotted both
the equivalent flat-plate values 2G/x and the values including the
contribution of the Mach ntier gradient, which were obtained from
equation (6].
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b

The theoretical curves of figure 10 are derived from references 1,
2, 6, and.7. In reference 1, the expression obtained for the mesn skin-
friction coefficient is

3-t4) &

()

--- —

CF =0.118@; ~
5 5

Re (lo}

where the values of 8, ~/~, and u are found in the same menner as
for the local skin-friction coefficient.

In reference 2, an equation is derived for mean skin-friction coef-
ficient which is based on the power viscosity law V/W1 = (t/t~)”. For
the skin-friction coefficient based on free-stream conditions,

-1

where X is, as for the local skin-friction coefficient, a function
of Mach number, Re is the Reynolds nmnber based on length, and u is
the viscosity power law parameter. For the conditions of this investi- _
gation, u is assumed equal to 1. !he v~ue of CF as calculated from
equation (IL) is used in the computation of cf in equation (8).

To present a possible lower limit of turbulent mesn skin-friction
coefficient, there is plotted in figure 10.a curve from reference 7, in
which an estimate is presented for extending an incompressible fluid
formula to the compressible case. This approximation is

?

. —

,

—.

Finally, the theoretical lsninar
reference 6 is plotted in figure 10.

mean skin-friction coefficient from
The expressio~ may be written

JCF=5=-c (13)
k

.
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Except for the Mach number gradient effects, the exq?erimentalval-
ues of turbulent mean skin-friction coefficient plotted in figure 10 for
the tunnel wall and for artificial transition show fair agreement with
the snalyses of reference 1 or reference 2. The observed scatter about
the theoretical curves for the artificial transition case appears to be
of the same magnitude as the variation caused by the leading-edge
correction.

In addition, inspection of figures 10 end 8(b) indicates that the
observed divergence of experimental meen sldn-friction coefficient from
the theoretical as Reyuolds number increases may be associated with the
general decrease in Mkch nunber along the plate.

The data from the plate with natural transition are in the turbulent
value region, but the slope of a Une through that data is appro-tely
equsl to the slope of the theoretical laminsr values, which is 1/2.
Thus, no conclusions csnbe drawn from the data of the plate without
roughness.

It cabe concluded from the turbulent boundary-layer results pre-
sented in figure 10 that for the boundary layers on the wall and on the
plate nmdel with initial roughness, the ~erimental mean skin-friction

x coefficients at M= 5.5 agree quite well with the analytical values
given in references 1 and 2, even though there was some air condensation
present in the test section.

SUMM4RYOF RJmu12rs

Measurements in the boundary layer on a tunnel wall end on a flat
plate with artificial tr~sition at a Wch nmiber of about 5.5 and
Reynolds mxibers of from lx106 to I.x107fielded turbulent meau skin-
friction coefficients which agreed quite welJ with those predicted by
the analyses of Eckert and of Van Driest, even thou~ evidence of sir
condensation was found in the test section. The measured point-to-
point vsriation of skin-friction coefficients appeared to be larger
than that indicated by the conventional pressure gradient correction
term in the nmmentum equation.

&ch number profiles measured on a flat plate with natural tran-
sition were not in agreement with theoretical lsminar or turbulent
profiles. Friction coefficients obtained from these experimen&l pro-
files were intermediate between theoretical laminar values and values of
the turbulent theories of Eckert and of Van Driest.

●

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio
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APHmmx - SYMms
●

.
The following symbols are used in this report:

factor of proportionality in viscosity vsriation law, — = C ~v
PI t~

mean skin-friction coefficient

10CSJ.skin-friction coefficient ,— m
A

Mach number
G.-

qonent of velocity distribution power law

inlet total pressure

static pressure

local stresm Reynolds number

total temperature —

static temperature
F
—

ratio of temperature of mean mass flow to temperature at pipe .

center, reference 1

local velocity

distance from reference in

normal distance from solid

ratio of specific heats of

boundsry-layer thickness

displacement thickness

direction of airflow

boundary

ratio of momentum thickness to boundary-layer

momentum thickness

r

y-l 2

Mach number function =
T%

~+T~ 2’
2%

—

thickness, @/5

B—

reference 2

. —
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dynamic viscosity of air

density

shear stress at wall

exponent of viscosity variation power law, & =
()

t ‘, ~ef=.ce ~
VI q

Subscripts:

1

R

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

conditions at

conditions at

outer edge of boundary layer

reference station at entrance to test section
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